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INTRODUCTION
This report introduces project LEAP which was part 
of ESA_Lab interuniversity demonstrator project 
IGLUNA: a Habitat in Ice in conjunction with the 
Swiss Space Centre. Student teams across Europe 
worked on developing a wide array of projects which 
will hopefully set the foundation for humans living 
on the Moon. The three main topics of IGLUNA were: 
conception and structure; life support; robotics and 
technics.

The aim of our team - team LEAP - was to design an 
indoor physical activity solution for the astronauts 
who will be living and working on the moon. The 
setting for the project is a conceptual moon habitat 
featuring dome-shaped buildings in the polar 
ice-caves of the Moon housing a crew of astronauts 
for long-term missions.

Our team worked on laying out the design concept 
for a human-centered exercise and physical activity 
device while building the prototype and testing it will 
be left in the hands of engineers.
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SPACE EXPLORATION 
AND THE MOON
From 1969 to 1972 six Apollo missions conducted by 
NASA landed men on the Moon. The recent discovery of 
lunar water at the lunar poles has once again renewed 
interest in establishing a permanent human colony on 
the Moon.
The last Moon mission took place in 1972 and the 
longest ever Moon mission extended only to 72 hours. 
As there is no research material to build our research on 
regarding the long-term stay on the Moon, we had to rely 
mainly on the data and information collected on the 
International Space Station (ISS) and various research 
done by NASA and other space agencies. 

Establishing a Moon habitat means that the 
astronauts living and working there have to be 
physically and emotionally fit for the job: while the 
astronauts currently staying in weightlessness on 
the ISS are living quite sedentary lives, establishing 
a base on the Moon will be a lot more physically 
demanding. The effects of long-term spaceflight will 
become increasingly important as scientists and 
entrepreneurs are already looking into manned 
round-trip missions to Mars.
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CHALLENGES
PHYSICAL, ENVIRONMENTAL, AND 
EMOTIONAL

Space is a hostile environment which takes a huge 
toll on the physical and mental health of the 
astronauts. We looked into threats like space 
radiation, extreme temperatures, lack of sunlight etc. 
We decided to delve deeper into the effects of the 
gravity of the Moon on the human physique, as this 
is the main cause of most physical complications 
within the scope of our project.

The low gravity of the Moon (⅙ of the gravity of 
Earth) makes even simple tasks like walking and 
keeping your balance quite challenging. Loss of bone 
density and muscle mass and maintaining a strong 
cardiovascular system, sleep deprivation and 
other serious health issues are caused by the fact 
that during extended periods of low or microgravity, 
various physiological systems begin to change and 
atrophy. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL 
CHALLENGES
The bleak environment on the Moon consists 
mainly of craters and moon dust (regolith) and 
offers very little to the human mind and eye. As we 
learned from interviews with astronauts, lack of 
nature and isolation from the outside world can turn 
into a serious challenge. Missing nature - the green 
and blue of the Earth -,  as well as craving the 
sensation of wind or rain becomes increasingly 
relevant and sought after. 
There is also the limited space and objects: every 
centimeter on the ISS is accounted for and the 
number of personal objects astronauts can bring 
with them is finite. The space station is meant for 
people to simply survive and work but does not 
resemble a home.
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EMOTIONAL 
CHALLENGES
The astronauts are operating on tightly managed 
schedules controlled by the mission control on Earth 
and there is little room for freedom of choice and 
personalization. In case of shorter missions this 
might not be much of an issue but when the stay 
becomes longer, it will have an increasing effect on 
the astronauts’ well-being. Studies have shown that 
6 months is the time limit after which isolation and 
lack of personal freedom will start to affect 
motivation, group dynamics, mental health and thus 
and overall quality of life of people.

Citing a NASA Human Research Program evidence 
report: crew members endure major disruptions to 
human physiology, including sleep changes, 
radiation exposure, and gravity shifts. They live in 
confined environments with limited social 
interactions and at long distances from home. 
Meanwhile, their work is high-stakes and under 
intense public scrutiny.

“There’s the isolation from the outside 
world and nature[…]. There’s a lack of 
choice of what you’re going to do daily. 
You have to maintain a tightly 
controlled schedule for a very long 
period of time, which is also 
challenging.”
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COPING WITH THE 
CHALLENGES
The astronauts tackle the issues related to isolation 
and lack of nature spending time at the glass cupola 
on the ISS simply Earth-gazing and star-gazing.  

They also deal with isolation by using their limited 
free time and personal space for keeping up with 
their families via e-mailing and video messaging, 
they hang up personal memorabilia and try to keep 
up with their hobbies as much as possible (e.g. by 
bringing musical instruments into space, watching 
movies etc).
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COPING WITH THE 
CHALLENGES
The physical challenges are met with rigorous 
daily exercise: up to 2.5 hours per day, doing 
aerobic and anaerobic exercise on three different 
types of exercise devices, making exercise into 
another monotonous chore in their busy schedules.

The current exercise equipment on the ISS features 
a treadmill, a stationary bike, and a weight 
simulator device. Setting up the equipment and 
putting it back after each use takes a lot of time, so 
does perpetual monitoring and reporting (sending 
the results back to health specialists on Earth).
 
The importance of a good exercise regimen is 
recognized by space agencies: a  recent study 
program carried out by NASA called SPRINT 
evaluating the effectiveness of alternating between 
days of high intensity, low-volume exercising, and 
days of continuous aerobic exercise has shown 
promising results on bone, muscular and 
cardiovascular functions. 
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UNDERSTANDING 
THE ASTRONAUTS
In order to delve deeper into the daily schedules of 
the astronauts on the ISS, we made a journey 
helping us to understand how (and where) their days. 

This helped us to perceive that most of the day the 
astronauts actually spend by themselves meeting 
with their teammates only briefly during daily 
meetings with the mission control in the morning and 
occasionally during meals or free time. As we 
already stated, most of their days are planned 
ahead leaving some free time and social activities 
only on Sundays.
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GAMIFICATION
We started to look into ways how to enhance 
overall engagement in exercise and find ways to 
make a repeating and monotonous task (such as 
daily exercising) into a more captivating and 
enjoyable experience. We had already established 
from the research that exercise acts as a “natural 
booster” for the human body releasing neurotrans-
mitters like serotonin and dopamine. 
In order to make training into a truly enjoyable ex-
perience. Thus we looked into play as natural be-
haviour for humans of all ages with positive con-
sequences for health and well-being. Play has also 
beneficial effects on the human body due to releasing 
certain neurochemicals the same manner that exer-
cising does. We watched videos of astronauts playing 
with various objects floating in microgravity as well 
as men jumping and leaping during moonwalks. 

This confirmed our hypothesis that a ludic approach 
could help us in designing a more meaningful but 
also an enjoyable exercising solution for the astro-
nauts. Gamifying a certain task -  i.e. adding elements 
of gameplay such as rewards, challenges etc - can 
make it more enjoyable and engaging.
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OUR DESIGN
Before the design process, we stated our objective 
which was to make exercising a smart, personal 
and engaging experience for the astronauts. 

This was the reasoning for designing LEAP -  a lu-
nar exercise and activity platform that uses gaming 
to create an engaging, personalized and immersive 
exercise experience.  LEAP translates physical 
movements into actions in the game which allows 
astronauts to have a varied exercise in different 
environments.
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SYSTEMIC 
APPROACH 
LEAP uses a holistic approach towards exercise: 
through the virtual and physical interfaces, an as-
tronaut is connected through games to other people 
(players) as well as the mission control and scientists 
on Earth who can harvest and analyze the data col-
lected via exercise. This can help to create a more 
constructive exercise regimen for the astronauts as 
well as provide scientists and doctors with valuable 
data for further research.
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TRANSFORMATIONAL 
GAMES
In order for the gamification aspect of LEAP to fill its 
full potential, we decided to use serious games, also 
known as transformational games that help people 
to exercise and change their habits as well as con-
nect with others but that are also meaningfully help-
ful without losing the ability to be enjoyable as well. 
The primary purpose of these games is to change 
the player.

VARIETY OF GAMES
LEAP has to cater to the needs of people with differ-
ent taste and preferences, so undoubtedly it needs 
to offer game from different genres e.g. open-world 
games ranging from action, sci-fi, world-building, ex-
ergaming to sports etc. Existing game-engines could 
be used for designing the games which would make 
creating the games accessible to a large number of 
game designers (in co-operation with health profes-
sionals and rehabilitation specialists).
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Light and sound
ELEMENTS
LEAP features a textile pod that can be closed for ad-
ditional privacy (with the added benefit of muffling 
sounds) or left partially or completely open. There 
are light and sound outputs in the ceiling for extra 
immersion during exercise.

The exercise equipment is housed within the pod: 
bars and resistance bands employing electromag-
netic currents simulating for weights, an inclining 
treadmill for running and jogging and a (folded) row-
ing machine.  The treadmill is mounted into a rotating 
base, so there is space for 360-degree exercises. For 
the sake of astronauts’ safety, harnesses are also in-
cluded that have to attached before every workout.

LEAP has a curved screen combined of three indi-
vidual screens that can slide behind the central part. 
The system uses motion sensors and face-recogni-
tion software. A dedicated computer runs the games, 
collects data and provides a virtual trainer. 
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HOW IT WORKS
LEAP combines physical exercise with 
transformational games meaning that every action 
in the physical world has a reaction in the 
virtual world. For example, if the astronaut is using 
the electromagnetic bars for doing a bicep curl, 
within the game he might actually be picking up rocks 
or heavy logs. While using the rowing machine, within 
the game he is transformed on a beautiful lake where 
he has to row to the other shore. 

With the creative virtual environments, the 
astronaut can be fully immersed in the virtual 
world, be it Earth or some other fictional universe. 

Rowing through a lake Running up a mountain

Pick up rocks Pick up heavy logs
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BENEFITS
How is LEAP more beneficial to the astronauts than 
for example the existing exercise devices on the ISS? 
First and foremost, it adds a mental and social layer 
to exercising which previously was lacking altogeth-
er. LEAP can be used to connect with either fellow 
astronauts or other people on Earth using LEAP. 

PERSONALIZATION
Choosing how and where 

you want to exercise

PRIVACY
Enjoy a private getaway

SHARE
Share with others 
through the game

EXERCISE SMARTER
Personal metrics, feedback,

data and suggestions

ENGAGE
Through games, light, 
sound and movement

IMMERSE 
“Return home” or visit 

another world
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PERSONALIZATION
With LEAP the astronaut can choose how and “where” 
to exercise: it offers numerous ways of making ex-
ercise regimen tailor-made to the needs of each in-
dividual (e.g. by enabling to choose certain muscle 
groups for work-out, choosing the length and mode 
of exercise etc).
The virtual environment adds an additional layer of 
personalization as the players have numerous games 
(virtual environments) for exercise. 
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PRIVACY
First of all, the physical setting of LEAP offers a way 
of making exercising a private event but in addition, it 
caters to the user’s personal choice: the abundance 
of choices makes it easy to either exercise within the 
virtual settings of Earth or have an adventure else-
where.
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SHARING
By choosing to exercise with other players, it is pos-
sible to share one’s exercise experience with other 
users: either friends or random people from Earth, 
making it a social activity. This can add extrinsic 
motivation or simply a human connection with oth-
er people which becomes valuable during extended 
missions.
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EXERCISE SMARTER
As the missions in space become longer, more focus 
needs to be put on performance enhancement and 
exercising smarter. 
LEAP’s built-in virtual trainer and body scan before 
each work-out help to maximize the effect of each 
training. The system gives feedback and suggestions 
as well as helps to correct posture during exercise by 
highlighting the body parts which need to be adjust-
ed. 
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ENGAGEMENT
Engagement is the key to gaining the most from exer-
cising by making it an enjoyable, satisfying and chal-
lenging activity. With the help of gamification, LEAP 
can make exercising an entertaining as well as con-
structive and meaningful experience. This is support-
ed by the added light and sound accessories.
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IMMERSIVENESS
LEAP has a holistic approach to making exercising as 
immersive and captivating experience as possible in 
order to give the astronaut’s the means for battling 
isolation and boredom. In a way, it enables the user’s 
to genuinely “lose” themselves into the work-out so 
that they can take the most out the daily training ses-
sions on a physical, mental and social level.
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LEAP
an exciting personal experience

Ilgar Akbarov, Triin Jürgens, Ankur Singh Rana, Sofía Vega Anza


